Abstract-Every research manuscript is appreciated in the form of citations. Citations are expected to carry the essence of the underlying base paper by some rhetorical means. However, this is not true in reality. Citation manipulations are equally possible which shall be identified using research semantics. This paper discusses machine learning based approaches for analyzing research citations with the aim of finding quality research citations. On analyzing the semantics of the research manuscript and the respective citations, this paper proposes various metrics for citation quality analysis including deep cite, raw expressive power, expressive power and normalized expressive power.
INTRODUCTION
EASURINGscientific influence using statistical and empirical approaches have been well studied in the recent past [1] . However, despite the rising of text mining and machine learning research, there has not been noted progress in application of machine in bibliometrics until recent past. Over last two years, there are sincere approaches on applying text mining techniques for providing new research findings in bibliometrics. Specialised machine learning algorithms are getting developed towards research quality analysis. The major delay in applying text mining to bibliometric is the closed or restricted access of research manuscripts. However, this issue is also wiped off completely with the huge blow of open access journals which eventually compelled the restricted access to semi-restricted access or that carrying open access fee. Since publishing research articles carries article processing charges right from less than 10 US $, the dream of article publishing is no more a dream coming true. However, to discuss about the quality of such research articles is always a question.
In the other side, this research boom resulted in storming citation counts which resulted in higher and higher journal impact factors. Various researchers have argued about the correctness of Journal Impact Factors [2] [3] [4] . The fundamental measure governing Journal Impact Factor is citation count. Therefore, there is a strong necessity to analyse the motive behindfetching research citations.
There are manipulations quite possible in this aspect as well that an ordinary article when citing a most popular research manuscript gets higher visibility. Again this depends on the availability of the research article as well. This paper proposes machine learning approaches to analyse the rhetorical sentiments against research citations with respect to the base research article. Through the analysis this paper also proposes various article metrics concerned with citation quality.
RELATED WORK
Citations are an integral part of quality research. Citation counts are evergreen factors of research prestige. Citation indicators have received wide acclaim in the bibliometric literature. However it is very much essential that these indicators have to be accurate, robust and not biased [5] . H-index [6] , IF, 5-year IF, SNIP, SJR, Eigen factor, Article Influence Score [7] are to name a few. Delayed citations [8] [9] are also a sign of interest in citation analysis. It is a measure of citation durability of articles which reflect the information content said in the cited article for their entire citation life-cycle [10] [11] .
With remarkable progress on text mining and machine learning research disciplines, there is not much research dedicated into analyzing scholarly literature. Shifting the bibliometric research focus into article structure analysis [12] and article content analysis [13] has been started only in the recent past. Right from keyword analysis [14] to Content and proximity based approaches for analyzing research co-citations have been examined [15] [16] . Citation context extraction and expansion of citation contexts using various external word sources were attempted to bring more meaningful interpretations into context analysis. Citation context rhetorics have been explored widely in the literature. All these approaches have initated se-mantic analysis using popular similarity metrics like cosine similarity [17] [18] .
Starting from cue phrase based rhetoric analysis to critic analysis, there lies enough scope for text mining incorporated with supervised and unsupervised learning methods to reveal the most out of citation contexts [19] . The order of cites appearing in the citing article [20] is also checked for plagiarism with that of the cited article. There is handful of budding literature on application of machine learning to bibliometric analysis. Sincere efforts to employ deep learning techniques to quantify author contributions [21] identify highly cited articles [22] and article topics [23] etc. are being considered in the recent past.
Application of topic models has been a welcome approach in citation quality analysis. Topic Models are useful in defining a probabilistic representation of the latent factors of corpora called topics. They are typically used for extracting the representative contents from text corpora [24] [25] [26] [27] . Context sensitive topic models [28] are employed to measure author influence. From completely unsupervised approaches [29] to topic modeling,to Probabilistic generative models [30] , neural networks and their variants are utilised to obtain the deep unfolding for generating document topics [30] . This paper proposes techniques for measuring the citation context of a research manuscript from respective citations and projects the rhetorical quality as a measure of article's expressive power by employing deep learning techniques. The articles impact is also analyzed and the proposed metrics are normalized to establish the actual quality of the research manuscript from the perspective of its citations.
BACKGROUND: AUTOMATED CLUSTERING OF RESEARCH CITATIONS
The problem taken is of high semantic orientation related to citation context and therefore it is essential that a manuscript which has high citation count has to be assumed for experimental analysis.
Dataset
The research article assumed for experimental purposes is the famous article that has proposed the 'h-index' [6] . To date, the article has 7153 research citations. For experiments, citations upto 2016 are considered. Further details about the dataset collection are provided in Table 1 . In the total of 1854 'not downloaded' category, 46 were books, 1670 were non-English citations, and 138 were not downloadable at the time of data collection. We employed specialized crawlers for downloading the title of all citation articles and then further downloaded the full citation articles. There wasn't a great success in automated citation downloading from google scholar and therefore, we collected the missed ones manually.
Automated Clustering
The research citations of Hirsch [6] were examined for inter-disciplinary research discussion. The objective is to measure the impact of the seed article and therefore, the inter-disciplinary research citations were identified using automated clustering. The automated clustering is approached via split and merge technique (refer algorithm 1). For initializing cluster size, we assumed 0.1% of the available corpus. 
4.
Return k new clusters.
There were 5 clusters with single citation articles, which were assumed as outliers. Among the 5 articles, 3 were correctly detected as inter-disciplinary where the other 2 were not very accurate. This may be due to various reasons like the semantics of idea discussed within the research article. We did not care much at this point on bringing back the 2 as the validations were only examined by fellow researchers (table 2) . We evaluated the automated clustering with that of other two standard clustering and the results are tabulated in table 3. As seen from Table 3 , the proposed automated clustering results in improved purity and is recommended for inter-disciplinary article identification. One might argue that the articles of varied domains might have clustered together and could have escaped the filtration. However, semantic analysis at the later part of the proposed citation quality analysis would drop such articles as they would be semantically far from the seed article.
RHETORICAL CITATION QUALITY ANALYSIS
The underlying idea behind analyzing the rhetorical nature of citation contexts are presented in figure 1 . The proposed work utilizes two approaches of topic models for semantic analysis, namely, extended topic modeling [21] and deep topic modeling [21] . Both the topic models employ Hierarchical Dirichlet approach (HDP) [32] for generation of topics.
Fig 2. Overall Idea of Rhetorical Citation Quality Analysis
Initially, the citations checked for inter-disciplinary research discussions are subjected to citation context extraction. This process attempts to extract the cite contexts of every citations to the seed paper, roughly around 100 words. However, this is not fixed and is assumed with flexibility including the start and end of the cite context Identify the occurrence of the citation or co-citation by using the author name, reference number or by using some specific keywords (introduced by, discusses, proposed by) followed by or before the author name. 3. Retrieve 100 words before and after the citation occurrence. 4. Store the details of the co-citation research papers for future cocitation analysis. Extended topic models are topic models with WordNet [33] suggestions for word extensions (algorithm 3). Here, the extracted citation contexts are subjected to extended topic modeling. Initially the contexts are processed for HDP topics and the results are fed to WordNet for adding better word suggestions. The low perplexity of 0.23 proves that WordNet additional suggestions provide more strength to interpreting the citation context. There might be more than one context in which the base article is cited within the text. All contexts are treated separately since rhetorical difference in textual narration is equally possible.
The topics obtained are checked for topic similarity and are filtered based on a dynamic adaptive threshold. This dynamic adaptive threshold involves applying adaptive differential evolution (ADE) [34] . The contexts need to be thoroughly checked for intended and implied meaning. Therefore, the contexts are subjected to various classes of textual and statistical similarity metrics [35] . The results of similarity metrics are subjected to adaptive differential evolution (refer algorithm 4). We have also attempted at performing the optimized score computation based on classic differential evolution. The convergence of adaptive DE is better than classic DE (refer figure 4) . Equally, adaptive DE produced higher optimum threshold when compared to classic DE, on execution of all citation contexts.The citations thus obtained are quality citations and are processed to form the first level research citation graph. With these set of citations, respective co-citations are obtained and is subjected to deep topic modeling. This paper utilises Deep topic models which are topic models constructed over deep stacked auto encoders [21] . Deep stacked auto encoders are chosen for their ease and fastness to converge on handling large text corpora. The co-citations extracted for seed article might have overlap with the citation set of seed article and would already be part of the constructed citation graph. Therefore, utmost care is observed to remove those in common and the remaining unique co citations are assumed for further processing (algorithm 5). The co-citations would not have a direct citation connection with the seed article; additionally, there would be more than one co-citee present in a single context; therefore, it is quite impractical to obtain the co-citation context as well. Yet, there lies an indirect method of computing the same. All the co-citeearticles would have some message in common with the seed article, as mentioned by the co-citing research articles. This idea inspired us to obtain the full text of the co-citees excluding references. Since references were not part of the main theme of discussion we chose to ignore them at present. The co-citee full texts are summarized using Deep Stacked Auto Encoder [21] which use unlabeled data in a complete unsupervised environment in order to build a compressed representation of input data. The compressed and ranked sentences at the output are subjected to HDP topic modeling [21] . In other words, DSA-H topic modeling or Deep topic modeling is performed over co-citee articles and further subjected to topic based similarity analysis. a. Train the outer most encoder using sparseAutoencoder with the input shape and hidden layer. b. Output of this layer is the dot product of the weight and the input. c.
Train the second outer most encoder with the hidden layer 1 and hidden layer 2 size. d. Output of this layer is the dot product of the weight and the previous layer. e.
Train the second and third most encoder with the hidden layer 2 and 3. f.
Output of this layer is the dot product of the weight and the previous layer. g. Return the concept space as output. 4. Obtain the cosine similarity between the data and model. 5. Sort and get the top few sentences as the deep sentences. 6. Run the HDP topic modeling for summarized text. DSA-H topic model [21] handles meagre input yet provide more interpretable topics as compared to traditional LDA. The reason is that instead of LDA, generative model HDP is used for topic modeling. Since HDP is very generative in nature and is capable of producing large volume of topics, care is taken by the auto encoder to feed only the important segments of the research article as input. DSA-H stacked auto encoder utilizes three layers of hidden layer stack before arriving at the output layer (refer figure 5) The auto encoder pre-trained with restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [36] , learns the inputs and further aims at considerable reduction of input dimension at every hidden layer thereby learning generative models of data. Provision of hidden layers is what contributes towards the sparseness of deep auto encoder.The improvement in average topic coherence of DSA-H for a sample journal full-text articles is given in figure 6 . The topic coherence for assumed dataset on DSA-H model is 4.41. Therefore it is clear that the topics are identified with DSA-H in a more appreciable manner.
With the citations and respective co-citations filtered in a more intelligent manner, the entire corpus of citations as well as co-citations are represented in the form of a citation network. Nodes are research articles and edges are citation / co-citation relations. Further, the graph is repetitively mined for cross-citation links existing among the citation/co-citation nodes. Special links are maintained for labeling citations as well as co-citations. Several papers were both in the citing and co-citing segments of the seed paper, which is an indication that those articles were of utmost importance with respect to content lineage of the seed article. Therefore, utmost care is taken to retain the multitude importance of edges across the articles. The citation network graph is constructed in a stepwise fashion handling three different article relations: citation, co-citation and cross-citation, one at a time. The graph formed possessed 3700 nodes and 3699 primary edges. These primary edges are formed with only citation relations. The sample graph obtained is shown in figure 6 . The graph is improvised with embedding the co-citations at the next layer. The co-citation edges are superimposed over the citation graph obtained in previous step (refer figure 6 ). At this level there were 105 nodes suggested by the co-citation identification process. Among these, 52 nodes already existed as part of citation graph, and 53 nodes were new suggestions. Therefore, newly suggested 53 nodes were added to the network along with respective edges. The cross-citation analysis resulted in 10844 additional cross-citing edges among the nodes of citation network. These 10844 edges were mined over both citing and co-citing nodes and the multitude of relationships between pair of nodes is retained for further processing (refer figure 6) .
The cross-citation analysis further revealed interesting insights into the parallel work progressed so far and the visualization is obtained and presented yearwise (figure 7 & figure A1, table 4 . It is exciting to see that the parallel work in the theme of h-index or related metrics increases every year. Most important revelation obtained is that, in 2005, at the same time of the seed article [6] that proposes h-index was published, there were other competing articles just published or in the pipeline (refer table 4) but which failed to attract enough research attention as like the seed article.
The network is further embedded with rhetorical citation relations across edges. There might be more than one rhetoric present if the relating nodes are in multiple contexts, which are labelled completely. For enabling rhetoric labeling, we assumed the 12 citation classification categories of Simon Teufel [37] (refer table 5 ). The 12 citation categories are further classified into positive, negative and neutral (refer table 6 ). The rhetoric labels are identified by the matching cue phrases as recommended by Simon Teufel [37] . Upon absence of cue phrases within the context, the rhetorics is assumed to be neutral. Therefore, neutral rhetorical category consists of both citation categorised (as per table 6) as well as dumb contexts as well.The statistics on rhetorics of the citation network is presented in table 7. The statistics on rhetoric sentiments of citation network is presented in table 8. The following section summarises the deliverables obtained from the citation network. 1  4  7  10  13  16  19  22  25  28  31  34  37  40  43  46  49  52  55  58  61  64  67  70  73  76  79  82  85  88  91  94  97  100  103  106  109  112  115  118  121  124  127  130  Topic coherence 2005  5  3  2006  5  8  27  2007  7  15  67  2008  14  36  105  2009  29  54  132  2010  39  76  191  2011  42  69  222  2012  54  75  203  2013  55  108  260 2014  50  108  288  2015  48  92  252  2016  57  102  274  Grand Total  400  748  2024 
PROPOSED INDICES OF RHETORIC CITATION QUALITY

Availability Index
The corpus is assessed for availability of citations which is measured as 'Availability Index', denoted as . It is defined as the ratio of accessible citations to that of total citations of that article.
= - (1) where, is the no. of accessible citations, and , the total citations. The availability index for Hirsch [6] is 0.68.
Deep CiteIndex
The corpus is assessed for deep semantic relevance of citation contexts. It is denoted as the ratio of retained citations with respect to the total citations of the seed article, analysed from context perspective. Deep cite is denoted as .
= - (2) where, is the no. of semantically relevant citations, here, 3699, and , the total citations, 5796. The semantic relevance is computed as 0.63.
Miss Index
The miss index ( ) is the ratio of articles available in the rhetoric citation network which are not actually the explicit citations of Hirsch [6] . The miss index is measured as 0.009.
Expressive Power
Expressive Power is a proposed metric which indicates the level of how the author's idea is represented and carried forward via citing/co-citing articles. It is denoted as . Raw expressive power is denoted as the component adjusted with the ratio of idea carried by the seed article from its' references. Normalised expressive power is the normalization of with respect to the availability index of seed article [6] .
= ∑ =1
-(3)
where -Expressive Power, N -No of References, MNo of Citations, rs -Similarity value of the references of seed article, cs -similarity value of the citations of seed article, -availability index.
The expressive power is computed as 0.73 and the raw expressive power is 0.27. Normalised expressive power is 0.79. This reveals that inspite of voluminous citations overflowing for Hirsch [6] for more than 12 years, only 79% of its content is followed / challenged by the research literature. This indicates an interesting insight that remaining 21% of the article is yet to be challenged, which implies the strength of research idea conveyed in the seed article. In other words, explored is greater than that of the unexplored of the seed research article.
Ideal curve for expressive power has to follow a downward slope as years passby. However, figure 8 presents the fluctuation in expressive power over the years since seed article is published. The graph follows the ideal drop depicting saturatedness in analyzing / exploring the benefits and shortcomings of the article especially over 2015 and 2016. We postpone the discussion on analyzing the fluctuations as shift in interest on expression of article [6] as depicted by figure 8 as future work. This article proposes topic-model based methodologies for quantifying article expressive power in scientific manuscripts, for the first of its kind measurement on article quality analysis. Using expressive power, the semantic based author credits shall be measured in a more accurate manner. Expert author and expert community shall be identified using article expressive power. Using expressive power for measuring article quality would transform the concept of semantic measurement of scientific article into a world of measuring the useful idea communicated by the article into the research arena. Unlike h-index where experienced co-authors get greater credits, using expressive power will transform the semantic strength of the author of underlying research article which had eased the fellow researcher in terms of conception and knowledge dissemination. The entire dataset, meta-data and relevant information can be downloaded here: https://github.com/gsmahalakshmi/Power-of-ScientificManuscripts. Since the creation of dataset is very timeconsuming and there is no such dataset readily available for download, creation of more examples for justifying the claim is quite a length process. However, inclusion of more example datasets from various domains to validate the claim raised in this article would provide additional avenues for further research.
CONCLUSION
The paper proposes interesting analysis of research citations from unsupervised semantic analysis perspective. The idea proposed utilized deep learning techniques for semantic analysis. The paper also proposed various article level metrics like 'deep cite' and 'expressive power' which shall be used as bench mark metrics for measuring the semantic strength of research article. With deep semantic analysis, the self-citations are indirectly given a fair treatment. In other words, self-citations are neither ignored nor retained, but treated appropriately with respect to their matching deep semantics. Alternatively, the structure of citations like the order of literature being cited could also be copied from that of the base article. To incorporate these cite order semantics will bring interesting insights in the future.Further, constructing the citation graph of all generations of the research article would project an enriched information graph using which the citation lineage and longest research paths shall be analysed.
